Courses of Fire (25 rounds)

Qualification - Revolver or Semi-auto Pistol

1. Stage 1 from 3 yards shoot 4 rounds       Timed
   
   From holster (choice of position)

   2 rounds - 2 seconds
   
   2 rounds - 2 seconds

2. Stage 2 from 7 yards shoot 4 rounds       Timed

   From holster (natural point, one hand shooting only)

   2 rounds strong hand - 2 rounds weak hand - 10 seconds

3. Stage 3 from 12 yards shoot 4 rounds       Timed

   From the holster

   2 rounds - combat load - 2 rounds - 12 seconds

4. Stage 4 from 12 yards shoot 4 rounds       Timed

   From the Weaver or bladed ready

   2 rounds - 3 seconds

   - reload - 2 rounds - 12 seconds
5. Stage 5 from 15 yards shoot 5 rounds  

Timed

*From holster (unsupported, barricade)*

1 round strong side standing - 1 round weak side standing -10 seconds

1 round speed kneeling strong side- 2 rounds speed kneeling weak side -12 seconds

6. Stage 6 from 25 yards shoot 4 rounds in 30 seconds

*From holster (from behind barricade)*

2 rounds - strong side kneeling supported

2 rounds - strong side standing supported

- Targets will be scored by instructors counting "hits" on the silhouette portion of the target.
- Following instruction, discussion, demonstrations and practice, the trainee must qualify by scoring 80% or 20 "hits" on the silhouette portion of the target.